01. credenza collection,
spazio pontaccio
This capsule collection of
design boutique Spazio
Pontaccio – a collaboration between Patricia
Urquiola and graphic
designer Federico Pepe
– is a true head-turner.
Referencing the dramatic
stained-glass windows
found in churches,
this handcrafted piece
assembles stained glass
in the most alluring
colour combinations.
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If you want to know what’s trending in
the world of design, then a visit to Milan Design
Week is mandatory. For more than 55 years, Salone
del Mobile has established itself as the place for
the design world to come together, serving as a
veritable stage where the most relevant trends and
talent shine.
Here, a fresh perspective is what matters
most – and there was no shortage of that this year.
There was fervent use of colour and an underlying
whimsy to many of the collections presented, as
well as an art-centric approach to the way they
were exhibited. In a time when the "internet of
things" dominates so-called innovation, numerous
new collections seemed heavily rooted in the
past, with previously "outdated" pieces such as
valets, bar cabinets, and desk accessories making
an appearance, and major brands revisiting their
archives. Perhaps what resonated most was the
importance placed on the craft of furniture-making.
After all, artisanship forms the backbone of the
industry – and the more digital the world becomes,
the more we yearn for handmade tactility.
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02. tabour ottoman, b&b italia
Celebrating its 50th anniversary this year, B&B
Italia’s collections remain
true to the brand’s ethos
of clean, contemporary
Italian design. A good
example is the Tabour

ottoman designed by
English-Indian duo Doshi
Levien; these rounded
pieces marry high-tech
materials and sinuous
lines that evoke a playful
take on modernity.
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